Driving business together
Sales support materials and tools for channel partners from Alfa Laval Sanitary Equipment
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How to achieve up to 70% savings in water consumption in your dairy!

By
Allan Bruun,
Industry Manager,
Dairy, Market Unit
Food, Alfa Laval

Imagine saving a million litres of
water or up to 70% of your annual
water consumption by making minor
adjustments to your dairy installation.
That is what a major European dairy did
by reprogramming their valve Cleaningin-Place (CIP) program.
Using Alfa Laval Unique Mixproof
valves (Image 1) lets you select between
two cleaning operations:
1. External cleaning, which connects
an external CIP line directly to the
leakage chamber.
2. Seat lift (Image 2) and seat
push (Image 3) cleaning, where the
independent movement of the upper
and lower plugs enables simultaneous
cleaning of the leakage chamber, seal,
and seat.
Alfa Laval recommends the seat
lift and seat push method because it
saves significant amounts of water
and cleaning agent while providing
superior cleaning results compared
to the external cleaning method. Most
residues, whether milk or quark,
generally require between one and five
seat lifts with
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Improved seat lift and seat
push cleaning method
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water and CIP liquid consumption
even further. This involves quick and
repetitive opening and closing of the
seat, rather than exposing valve surfaces
to CIP liquid flow for a given duration of
time. This discovery was made at one of
Alfa Laval’s process facilities. Alfa Laval
engineers observed that, during the
first fractions of a second of a cleaning
cycle, the flow of CIP liquid created a
high level of shear stress on the valve
surfaces used less water than traditional
seat lift and seat push cleaning, and
increased overall cleaning efficiency.
To substantiate this hypothesis, Alfa
Laval worked with a major European
dairy to verify whether the same would
hold true under actual operating
conditions in its raw milk reception.
The results confirmed higher cleaning
efficiency and a potential annual savings
of one million litres of water. The dairy
has therefore implemented this new seat
lift and seat push cleaning method in
its milk reception.

Image 1: Alfa Laval Unique
Mixproof SeatClean is
the choice for standard
installations that handle
products with solids.
Seat lift during normal
from hea
cleaning –
procedures
ting
cleans the plugs and seats. and
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such as Alfa Laval Unique
Mixproof valves, make it
possible to inspect only one
valve after a given number
of seat lifts to validate the
cleaning program for the
entire installation. Validating
the cleaning program when the seat
lift is adjustable, on the other hand, is
a labour-intensive and time-consuming
process because every valve requires
adjustment and subsequent inspection.
• Has a very fast-acting actuator
that requires a small air volume to
perform seat lift and seat push cleaning
operations and locally situated solenoid
valves to optimize the cleaning process.

Requirements for improved
CIP efficiency
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Supporting our channel partners
The Alfa Laval brand is trusted in markets around the world. Together we give customers
the confidence that their hygienic applications are in good hands. We are continuously
developing promotional tools to help you, as an Alfa Laval channel partner, to drive sales
and win new business. Alfa Laval can support your marketing activities with everything
from promotional giveaways to complete campaigns.
These pages show a selection of what is available, but we have more to support you!
Contact your local Alfa Laval sales company to discuss what you need.

Stronger together
Our materials can be co-branded, enabling you to promote
your company backed with the strength of Alfa Laval.
Please discuss with your local Alfa Laval office.

Alfa Laval Anytime
– ebiz.alfalaval.com

Five tips for effective
use of marketing materials
You will get the most out of your marketing effort if you
think about what you want to achieve and structure your
marketing activities logically. Don’t hesitate to contact
your Alfa Laval representative if you need further help
with this.

1
Decide your goals

At the hear t of

dairy

Partner plaques

Alfa Laval Anytime, our eBusiness, puts our products for
channel partners around the world right at your fingertips.
You get all the information and functionality you need to
do business with Alfa Laval, easily and successfully.
Here you can also access tools and marketing materials
to support you in growing sales. Alfa Laval Anytime gives
you freedom, simplicity, and competitive power.

Place your order now!
Start growing your business and capture the
potential in new applications and industries.

Channel partner plaques highlight your relationship
with Alfa Laval and document your knowledge and
expertise with regard to our equipment. Use the plaques
in materials that you produce, such as business cards
and brochures, as well as in your premises.

Spread your exposure
You will get better recognition if you reach customers
through a variety of media – don’t limit yourself to the tried
and tested communication routes. Combining a trade
press campaign with online banners and a direct mail
push can make a big difference to both sales and overall
awareness of your company.

Decide what you want the promotional materials to
achieve. Awareness of the breadth of your offering?
Promote a particular product? Gain presence in a specific
industry area? In addition to promoting your business,
marketing materials can help to raise awareness of
industry issues or the benefits of particular technologies.

Dair y applica
tions in goo
d hands

A dedicated
channel partner area
Example, brochure cover.
Add your logo here.

3

Go to: ebiz.alfalaval.com to learn more
about the tools and materials offered or visit
www.alfalaval.com/high or contact your
local Alfa Laval office.

2
Know your audience
Different audiences have different needs. Think about who
you want to hear your message. Consider their interests
and needs, and ensure you choose the right materials and
the most appropriate communication media.

4
Keep it fresh
Alternate the materials you use in order to maintain
continued interest and show the scope of your offering.

5
Follow up to drive sales
Often, only a small percentage of your customers will
respond directly to a marketing activity. However, many
more will see it, and need that little extra push to get to the
next step in the buying cycle and contact you. Follow up
each activity with direct contact or by phone or mail.

Marketing communication
packages

Materials and tools

A well-planned combination of activities will help you achieve a big impact in your market.
We can provide you with comprehensive packages that include not just sales tools, but
also all the facts, figures and competence development you might need in order to
boost your sales.
Whether you want to reach your potential customers through trade press, web, events
or direct mail, we can ensure the right mix for optimal results. Here below are some good
examples from Food logic – an initiative to support you in targeting the food industry.

Stories and articles

Online catalogues

Journalistic pieces such as case stories and technical
articles help to drive sales. They are a great form of
publicity as they demonstrate how Alfa Laval’s hygienic
equipment solve customers’ challenges in practice.
Working with articles and case stories adds credibility to
your marketing. We can provide brief or in-depth pieces
that are relevant and engaging.

Our complete equipment offering is available online. You
can download it, ensuring you always have access to the
information you need. Visit www.alfalaval.com/high for
more information.

Hygienic Alfa Laval plant upgrade boosts
Russian dairy capacity by 50%
Moloko, Gorodets Dairy, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russia

To optimize plant operations, Moloko
turned to Russian engineering company
and Alfa Laval master distributor Alfa L
Service Limited to plan, design and
implement a plant upgrade. Alfa L
Service helped Moloko realize a 50%
increase in throughput by upgrading
process equipment and control equipment with energy-efficient Alfa Laval
hygienic equipment while ensuring full
compliance with EU Milk Hygiene
Directives.
Strengthening a solid relationship
Although Gorodets lies about 1,200
kilometres southeast of St. Petersburg,
home of the Alfa L Service office,
distance is irrelevant according to
Gorodets Dairy’s master mechanic
Mr. Gennadiy Zolotuhin.

Food logic

“The people at Alfa L Service are like
my next-door neighbours,” confides
Mr. Zolotuhin. “We have been buying
spare parts, such as shaft seals, plate
heat exchanger gaskets and valve
service kits for Alfa Laval equipment
from Alfa L Service for years. So we
know the broad scope and high quality
of Alfa Laval hygienic components.”

The essentials for future foods
Alfa Laval’s hygienic equipment offers the right logic to meet
your customers demands. It combines high performance with
gentle handling to preserve sensitive ingredients such as
meatballs, tomato pieces, and stabilizer complexes. From
efficient mixers, heat exchangers, and tank cleaning machines,
to versatile pumps and valves, our broad range covers
everything you need to create the innovative foods of tomorrow.

Food logic
The essentials for future foods

Mr. Zolotuhin goes on to say that
replacing the dairy’s ageing equipment

See how we optimize your process: alfalaval.com/foodlogic

Alfa Laval
Hybrid Powder Mixer

Alfa Laval
FrontLine

A fast and efficient way
to add dry ingredients
into a product mix, even
with high solid content.

The gasketed plate heat
exchanger securing product
integrity, long operating times
and superior cleanability.

Online spare
parts catalogue

Hygienic Alfa Laval plant upgrade boosts
Russian dairy capacity by 50%
Case story

Moloko, Gorodets Dairy, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russia

To increase capacity, improve efficiency
and comply with safety and hygiene
requirements, Moloko, one of the largest
producers of dairy products in the
Nizhny Novgorod region, planned to
upgrade its 50-year-old dairy plant
located in the town of Gorodets.

Case story

To increase capacity, improve efficiency
and comply with safety and hygiene
requirements, Moloko, one of the largest
producers of dairy products in the
Nizhny Novgorod region, planned to
upgrade its 50-year-old dairy plant
located in the town of Gorodets.

Alfa Laval Unique Single Seat Valves ensure reliable
aseptic processing of tomato-based products

To optimize plant operations, Moloko
turned to Russian engineering company

and Alfa Laval master distributor Alfa L
Hygienic Alfa Laval plant upgrade boosts
Service Limited to plan, design and
implement a plant upgrade. Alfa L
Russian dairy capacity by 50%
Service helped Moloko realize a 50%
increase in throughput by upgrading
Case
story and control equipprocess
equipment
ment with energy-efficient Alfa Laval
hygienic equipment while ensuring full
compliance with EU Milk Hygiene
Directives.

Moloko, Gorodets Dairy, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russia

Upgrading the Moloko Gorodets Dairy with hygienic Alfa Laval equipment increased
To increase capacity, improve efficiency
plant yield by 50%, enabling increased production of whole milk, sour cream, yogurt
and comply with safety and hygiene
and ryazhenka.

requirements, Moloko, one of the largest
Strengthening a solid relationship
producers of dairy products in the
Although Gorodets lies about 1,200
Nizhny Novgorod region, planned to
with more effective Alfa Laval hygienic
kilometres southeast of St. Petersburg,
L Service recommended a three-phase
upgrade its 50-year-old dairy plant
equipment was a natural next step
home of the Alfa L Service office,
upgrade. State-of-the-art Alfa Laval
located in the town of Gorodets.
because he has come to trust the
distance is irrelevant according to
hygienic components were key to meetservice-minded people at Alfa L Service,
Gorodets Dairy’s master mechanic
ing the objectives of all three phases.
To optimize plant operations, Moloko
their expertise as well as the reliability
Mr. Gennadiy Zolotuhin.
turned to Russian engineering company
of Alfa Laval hygienic equipment.
• Phase 1: Upgrade of milk collection
and Alfa Laval master distributor Alfa L
“The people at Alfa L Service are like
facilities, storage tanks and control
Service Limited to plan, design and
“Whenever I have a question or need
my next-door neighbours,” confides
technology with Alfa Laval equipment,
implement a plant upgrade. Alfa L
assistance onsite, I just pick up the
Mr. Zolotuhin. “We have been buying
including Alfa Laval hygienic valves and
Service helped Moloko realize a 50%
phone and call them,” he says. “They
spare parts, such as shaft seals, plate
energy-efficient pumps.
increase in throughput by upgrading
always do their utmost to provide me
heat exchanger gaskets and valve
process equipment and control equipwith what I need – when I need it.”
service kits for Alfa Laval equipment
• Phase 2: Upgrade of the thermization
ment with energy-efficient Alfa Laval
from Alfa L Service for years. So we
treatment facility with Alfa Laval BaseLine
hygienic equipment while ensuring full
Phasing in higher efficiency
know the broad scope and high quality
heat exchangers and Cleaning-in-Place
compliance with EU Milk Hygiene
Upgrading
Based on a solid four-year-long business
Alfa Laval increased
hygienic components.”
(CIP) units for the raw milk
areas. the Moloko Gorodets Dairy with hygienic Alfa Lavalofequipment
Directives.
plant yield
by 50%, enabling increased production of whole milk, sour cream, yogurt
relationship with Alfa L Service and Alfa
Upgrade of the pasteurization
facility,
and ryazhenka.
Laval, Moloko asked the company to
Mr. Zolotuhin goes on to say that
pasteurized milk storage and CIP,
Strengthening a solid relationship
create an upgrade plan for the dairy. Alfa
replacing the dairy’s ageing equipment
and fermented milk department with
Although Gorodets lies about 1,200
Mr. Zolotuhin goes on to say that
kilometres southeast of St. Petersburg,
Phasing in higher efficiency
replacing the dairy’s ageing equipment
home of the Alfa L Service office,
Based on a solid four-year-long business
with more effective Alfa Laval hygienic
distance is irrelevant according to
relationship with Alfa L Service and Alfa
equipment was a natural next step
Gorodets Dairy’s master mechanic
Laval, Moloko asked the company to
because he has come to trust the
Mr. Gennadiy Zolotuhin.
create an upgrade plan for the dairy. Alfa
service-minded people at Alfa L Service,
L Service recommended a three-phase
their expertise as well as the reliability
“The people at Alfa L Service are like
upgrade. State-of-the-art Alfa Laval
of Alfa Laval hygienic equipment.
my next-door neighbours,” confides
hygienic components were key to meetMr. Zolotuhin. “We have been buying
ing the objectives of all three phases.
“Whenever I have a question or need
spare parts, such as shaft seals, plate
assistance onsite, I just pick up the
heat exchanger gaskets and valve
• Phase 1: Upgrade of milk collection
phone and call them,” he says. “They
service kits for Alfa Laval equipment
facilities, storage tanks and control
always do their utmost to provide me
from Alfa L Service for years. So we
technology with Alfa Laval equipment,
with what I need – when I need it.”
know the broad scope and high quality
including Alfa Laval hygienic valves and
of Alfa Laval hygienic components.”
energy-efficient pumps.

Inox Food Technology, Piacenza, Italy

Online product
catalogue

Case story

Upgrading the Moloko Gorodets Dairy with hygienic Alfa Laval equipment increased
plant yield by 50%, enabling increased production of whole milk, sour cream, yogurt
and ryazhenka.

with more effective Alfa Laval hygienic
equipment was a natural next step
because he has come to trust the
service-minded people at Alfa L Service,
their expertise as well as the reliability
of Alfa Laval hygienic equipment.
“Whenever I have a question or need
assistance onsite, I just pick up the
phone and call them,” he says. “They
always do their utmost to provide me
with what I need – when I need it.”

L Service recommended a three-phase
upgrade. State-of-the-art Alfa Laval
hygienic components were key to meeting the objectives of all three phases.
• Phase 1: Upgrade of milk collection
facilities, storage tanks and control
technology with Alfa Laval equipment,
including Alfa Laval hygienic valves and
energy-efficient pumps.

Alfa
Laval Unique
Single
Valves (SSVs) contribute to uptime, safety and higher quality of tomato-based products for Inox
• Phase
2: Upgrade
of Seat
the thermization
Food
Technology’s
customer
Steriltom,
one of Italy’s largest producers of chopped and pulp tomato for pizza and pasta sauces.
treatment
facility with
Alfa Laval
BaseLine
Phasing in higher efficiency
heat exchangers and Cleaning-in-Place
Based on a solid four-year-long business
(CIP) units for the raw milk areas.
on past experience, IFT recommended Alfa Laval Unique SSVs
When
expanding
its processing
facilities in Piacenza,
relationship with Alfa L Service and Alfa
Upgrade
of the pasteurization
facility,
as a worthwhile investment because the valves are reliable
Italy,
Steriltom
SRL,
the country’s
Laval, Moloko asked the company to
pasteurized
milk
storage
and CIP, largest producers of
and easy to work with, and require minimal maintenance.
and pulp
for pizza
create an upgrade plan for the dairy. Alfa chopped
and fermented
milk tomato
department
with and pasta sauces,

contracted tomato processing plant designers Inox Food
Technology (IFT). The challenge? To incorporate a new
cost-effective processing line into Steriltom’s aseptic
production and thereby ensure the reliable, cost-effective
processing and quality of premier tomato-based products.
To do so, IFT chose Alfa Laval Unique Single Seat Valves
(SSVs), which handle product acidity, viscosity and large
particles and seeds with ease.
Valve reliability ensures more uptime
Peak tomato processing season is short and intense, so
downtime is unthinkable during the tomato-processing season.
Steriltom processes about 150,000 tons of tomatoes each
year in 60 to 100 days so the plant must work at maximum
capacity, continuously processing fresh, ripe tomatoes 24/7 in
order to prevent spoilage and inferior product quality.

Food logic

The hygiene level and reliability of the processing lines are
therefore essential to plant productivity and profitability. Based

The smooth surfaces and hygienic design of the Alfa Laval
Unique SSVs enable extended production runs without
intermediate cleaning.

“We recommend Alfa Laval to our customers for two reasons:
the excellent quality-price ratio and the backing of a global
company with a local service network for genuine spare parts
and top-notch service,” shares Mr. Soldati. “We installed
Alfa Laval Unique SSV valves in other processing lines at the
Steriltom plant so we know that the aseptic version of the
Alfa Laval Unique SSV range is very reliable and cost-effective
for hygiene-critical applications.”

Brochures
Our brochures give you in-depth information on key
offerings in the industries where you do business.

Straightforward, high-quality hygienic valves
A total of 15 Alfa Laval Unique SSV Long Stroke units are
installed on the new Steriltom processing line. Unlike conventional butterfly valves and ball valves, the Unique SSV design
gently handles fluid products containing solids and delicate
particles such as diced tomato yet enables complete cleaning

The essentials for future foods
Authorized Distributor

Alfa Laval’s hygienic equipment offers the right logic to meet your customers demands. It combines high
performance with gentle handling to preserve sensitive ingredients such as meatballs, tomato pieces, and
stabilizer complexes. From efficient mixers, heat exchangers, and tank cleaning machines, to versatile pumps
and valves, our broad range covers everything you need to create the innovative foods of tomorrow.

Food logic

At the heart of dairy
The essentials for future foods

See how we optimize your process: alfalaval.com/foodlogic

Alfa Laval
Hybrid Powder Mixer

Alfa Laval
FrontLine

Alfa Laval Unique Mixproof
Large Particle Valve

Alfa Laval
SX Rotary Lobe Pump

A fast and efficient way to
add dry ingredients into a
product mix, even with high
solid content.

The gasketed plate heat
exchanger securing product
integrity, long operating times
and superior cleanability.

Designed to handle viscous
foods with particles up to 45 mm,
minimizing pressure loss and
securing product integrity.

Ensures hygienic and gentle
transportation of process fluids
in demanding food applications,
with low pulsation and low shear.

Case stories illustrate how Alfa Laval equipment
perform, so you can show just why Alfa Laval customers
are satisfied.

Advertisements

Brochure

Dairy applications in good hands

At the heart of dairy
Dairy applications in good hands

Reduced Water
Consumption up to 70%

Web

Reduce your water consumption for tank cleaning by up to 70%

By
Claus Brandt,
Global Portfolio
Manager, Tank
Equipment,
Alfa Laval Tank
Equipment A/S

Equipment and Processing

Facilitating efficient
equipment Cleaning
Per-Åke Ohlsson

Equipment design and cleaning procedures both
play a role in thorough sterilization and cleaning.

Considerations in Equipment Selection

The chosen equipment must minimize the risk of contamination due
to inappropriate product-contact surfaces. Machines should not introduce
airborne particles and dust into the
environment, nor should they entail
the risk that oil or other substances
required for their operation will contaminate the product. If an operator
cannot contact all equipment surfaces
adequately, he or she simply cannot
clean them. To facilitate efficient cleaning, equipment must be designed with
this principle in mind.
The time, action, chemicals, and
temperature (TACT) circle originally
developed by Sinner in 1960 shows the
cleaning effects that these parameters

Food logic

Per-Åke Ohlsson

is the global manager for
Alfa Laval’s Market Unit
Pharma & Personal Care,
Alfa Laval Lund AB, Box 74,
Rudeboksvägen 1, SE-221
00 Lund, Sweden, tel. 46 46
36 74 18, perake.ohlsson@
alfalaval.com.

The essentials for future foods
Alfa Laval hygienic equipment combines high performance with gentle handling to preserve sensitive
ingredients. From efficient mixers, heat exchangers, and tank cleaning machines, to versatile pumps and
valves, our broad range covers everything you need to create the innovative foods of tomorrow.

Alfa Laval
Hybrid Powder Mixer

Alfa Laval
FrontLine

Alfa Laval Unique Mixproof
Large Particle Valve

Alfa Laval
SX Rotary Lobe Pump

A fast and efficient way to add
dry ingredients into a product
mix, even with high solid content.

The gasketed plate heat
exchanger securing product
integrity, long operating times
and superior cleanability.

Designed to handle viscous
foods with particles up to 45 mm,
minimizing pressure loss and
securing product integrity.

Ensures hygienic and gentle
transportation of process fluids in
demanding food applications, with
low pulsation and low shear.

Food logic

The essentials for future foods
Create innovative foods to satisfy tomorrow’s tastes!
Alfa Laval hygienic equipment gives you:

2014

Poster

Case story

Alfa Laval Unique Single Seat Valves (SSVs) contribute to uptime, safety and higher quality of tomato-based products for Inox
Food Technology’s customer Steriltom, one of Italy’s largest producers of chopped and pulp tomato for pizza and pasta sauces.

The hygiene level and reliability of the processing lines are
therefore essential to plant productivity and profitability. Based

on past experience, IFT recommended Alfa Laval Unique SSVs
as a worthwhile investment because the valves are reliable
and easy to work with, and require minimal maintenance.
The smooth surfaces and hygienic design of the Alfa Laval
Unique SSVs enable extended production runs without
intermediate cleaning.
“We recommend Alfa Laval to our customers for two reasons:
the excellent quality-price ratio and the backing of a global
company with a local service network for genuine spare parts
and top-notch service,” shares Mr. Soldati. “We installed
Alfa Laval Unique SSV valves in other processing lines at the
Steriltom plant so we know that the aseptic version of the
Alfa Laval Unique SSV range is very reliable and cost-effective
for hygiene-critical applications.”
Straightforward, high-quality hygienic valves
A total of 15 Alfa Laval Unique SSV Long Stroke units are
installed on the new Steriltom processing line. Unlike conventional butterfly valves and ball valves, the Unique SSV design
gently handles fluid products containing solids and delicate
particles such as diced tomato yet enables complete cleaning

Customer and
case stories

Chemistry

Temperature

P h a r mTe c h . c o m

nology.
To test the
inf luence of the TACT
Stepthe
1: Modernize
your atank
parameters,
author designed
cleaning
technology two
tank-cleaning
test incorporating
Most tanks
in the
industry totank-cleaning
devices
thatdairy
generated
are cleaned
usingAa static
simple static
differentday
amounts
of action.
spray
ball (Image
1), which
uses the
spray ball
typically
generates
a wall
flowofof2–5
media
andfalling
time asfilm
primary
shear stress
Pa (i.e.,
cleaning parameters.
But switching
stress, depending
on liquid temperato a rotary
jet head
(Image
2) - espeture). A rotating
jet head
typically
gencially
in tanks
processPa
viscous
erates a wall
shear
stressthat
of 40–1000
(i.e., jet impingement, depending on jet
pattern mesh).
To clean the tank sufficiently, two
static spray balls operated for 48 min
at a flow rate of 20 m3/h and a system
pressure of 2.5 bar. One rotating jet
head, however, achieved better results
when it operated for 14 min at a flow
rate of 6 m3/h and a system pressure of
5.0 bar (see
2 and 3 and Table I).
58Figures
Danish Dairy & Food Industry … worldwide 2013
The test showed that the theory of
the TACT circle works in practice. To
clean a certain residue from a certain
surface, the parameters in the TACT
circle can be adjusted for cost optimization (see Figure 3). With increased
action, it was possible to reduce the
time, the amount of chemicals, and
the heating energy and still achieve an
equal or better result. High shear forces
can remove residues from most sur-
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Segment brochures provide an industry view, focusing
on how we can improve processes and applications.
These brochures describe our offering within valves,
pumps, gasketed plate heat exchanger, mixing, tank
cleaning equipment as well as spare parts and service for
the food, dairy, beverage, pharmaceutical, home and
personal care industries. Available in several languages.
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Technical articles in leading trade magazines highlight
specific industry knowledge we possess that is needed
to optimize processes.

• Significant energy savings with Alfa Laval pumps

Alfa Laval Hybrid
Powder Mixer

Alfa Laval
FrontLine

A fast and efficient way to
add dry ingredients into a
product mix, even with
high solid content.

The gasketed plate heat
exchanger securing product
integrity, long operating times
and superior cleanability.

Alfa Laval SX Rotary
Lobe Pump

Alfa Laval Unique Mixproof
Large Particle Valve

Ensures hygienic and gentle
transportation of process
fluids in demanding food
applications, with low
pulsation and low shear.

Designed to handle
viscous foods with particles
up to 45 mm, minimizing
pressure loss and securing
product integrity.

www.alfalaval.com/foodlogic

Press releases
Technical articles

Action

products such as cream or yoghurt can save time and money. Cleaning
time can be reduced on average by
more than 30% and water consumption by up to 70%. All told, cleaning
costs can be cut by 60% (Table 1).
Modernizing your tank cleaning
equipment minimizes Cleaning-InPlace (CIP) time, costs and staffing
requirements. Government subsidies
that encourage the use of more resource-efficient technologies may be
available to help finance plant modernization. Modernization also maximizes productivity and optimizes
manufacturing costs, which can contribute to the bottom line or be re-

Unique Water Savings

Step 2: Optimize production
costs and safeguard quality
and reliability
Unlike a static spray ball,
Howa rotary
to achieve up to 70% savings in water consumption in your dairy!
jet head moves in three-dimensional
patterns and uses impingement as
the primary cleaning parameter. To
water and CIP liquid consumption Image 1: Alfa Laval Unique
Mixproof SeatClean is
ensure reliable and effective cleaneven further. This involves quick and
the choice for standard
ing performance, an Alfa Laval Rotarepetitive opening and closing of the installations that handle
By
check+ sensor (Image 3) can be used
seat, rather than exposing valve surfaces products with solids.
Allan Bruun,
to monitor this three-dimensional
roto CIP liquid flow for a given duration of Seat lift during normal
Industry
Manager,
time. This discovery was made at one of cleaning procedures
tation by measuring the impact force
Dairy, Market Unit
cleans the plugs and seats.
Food,
Alfa
Laval
Alfa Laval’s process facilities. Alfa Laval
from the jet and the time in between
engineers observed that, during the
impacts.
Imagine saving
By monitoring the movement
of thea million litres of first fractions of a second of a cleaning
water
or up to 70% of your annual cycle, the flow of CIP liquid created a such as Alfa Laval Unique
jet head, the Alfa Laval
Rotacheck+
water
by making minor high level of shear stress on the valve Mixproof valves, make it
sensor ensures that the
jetsconsumption
hit the
adjustments
toapyour dairy installation. surfaces used less water than traditional possible to inspect only one
tank wall with the right
amount of
That is what a major European dairy did seat lift and seat push cleaning, and valve after a given number
plied force or impact and
within the
of seat lifts to validate the
by reprogramming their valve Cleaning- increased overall cleaning efficiency.
acceptable interval of time (Figure 1).
in-Place (CIP) program.
To substantiate this hypothesis, Alfa cleaning program for the
Using patented Alfa Laval teach-in
Using Alfa Laval Unique Mixproof Laval worked with a major European entire installation. Validating
technology, the sensor automatically
valves (Image 1) lets you select between dairy to verify whether the same would the cleaning program when the seat
determines the acceptable limits for
two cleaning operations:
hold true under actual operating lift is adjustable, on the other hand, is
these criteria during the initial clean1. External cleaning, which connects conditions in its raw milk reception. a labour-intensive and time-consuming
ing run using the installed
tank cleanan external CIP line directly to the The results confirmed higher cleaning process because every valve requires
ing machine. In contrast,
when
the
leakage
chamber.
efficiency and a potential annual savings adjustment and subsequent inspection.
rotary jet head is not operating
prop2. Seat lift
(Image 2) and seat of one million litres of water. The dairy • Has a very fast-acting actuator
erly, the Alfa Laval Rotacheck+
recpush (Image
3) cleaning, where the has therefore implemented this new seat that requires a small air volume to
ognizes that the impact,
or interval
of
independent
movement
of the upper lift and seat push cleaning method in perform seat lift and seat push cleaning
time, or both, do not fall
the enables simultaneous its milk reception.
operations and locally situated solenoid
andwithin
lower plugs
acceptable limits. It then
immediately
valves to optimize the cleaning process.
cleaning
of the leakage chamber, seal,
alerts the operator to and
remedy
Requirements for improved
seat. the situation (Figure 2).
Reprogram your PLC today
Alfa Laval recommends the seat CIP efficiency
lift and seat push method because it Can you save more water during every If your installation meets these
Table 1: Comparison ofsaves
running
costs.
significant
amounts of water cleaning cycle at your dairy? You can requirements, then consider the
*Based on the use of Ala
Laval
LKRKagent while providing
start saving immediately by making a savings that can be realized on a dairy
and
cleaning
Static Spay Ball and the Alfa Laval
superior cleaning results compared few adjustments on the CIP program installation with hundreds of valves
TJ20G Rotary Jet Head (4x4,6) and
to the external cleaning method. Most for your double-seat mixproof valves that require frequent seat lift and seat
return on investment calculated based
if your installation:
push cleaning. Simply adjust the PLC
residues,
tank. whether milk or quark,
on the use of a 50 m3 cream
generally require between one and five • Uses double-seat mixproof valves cleaning program of your dairy’s doubleseat lifts with each lift lasting about because single-plug, double-seal valves seat valves to lift and push the valve
two to five seconds. By following the do not have a seat lift and seat push seats as quickly as possible. Why wait?
recommendations in the Alfa Laval cleaning function and therefore require Optimize today and start saving now.
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Unique Mixproof valve manual, dairies external cleaning.
are able to select the most efficient CIP • Has a fixed kV value for the seat About Alfa Laval
program to remove various product lift and seat push function that is Alfa Laval is a leading global provider
known. If the kV value is not known, of specialized products and engineering
residues.
ask your valve supplier. This value solutions based on its key technologies
Improved seat lift and seat
indicates the flow of water per second of heat transfer, separation and fluid
push cleaning method
through the seat opening. Double-seat handling.
Now there is a better way to clean mixproof valves with fixed kV values
The company’s equipment, systems
double-seat mixproof valves and reduce and a defined metal-to-metal stop, and services are dedicated to assisting

• Up to 85% water and chemical savings with
Alfa Laval hygienic equipment
• A comprehensive range: pumps, heat exchangers,
tank cleaning machines, mixers and agitators

Valve reliability ensures more uptime
Peak tomato processing season is short and intense, so
downtime is unthinkable during the tomato-processing season.
Steriltom processes about 150,000 tons of tomatoes each
year in 60 to 100 days so the plant must work at maximum
capacity, continuously processing fresh, ripe tomatoes 24/7 in
order to prevent spoilage and inferior product quality.

MAY 2012

Here are three steps to help you get

more out of your tank cleaning techTesting TACT
Parameters

Time

generate on the equipment surface (see
Figure 1). The circle shows the extent
to which time, plus at least one more
parameter, clean residues from a surface. If one parameter is increased, the
others may be reduced.
For example, if one dips one’s greasy
hands in water, they will not become
clean. If one puts them into a soap bath,
they will become clean, but only after a
long time. If one raises the temperature
of the soap bath, however, one’s hands
will become clean more quickly. But if
one also rubs one’s hands together, they
will become clean even more quickly.
The residue and the product-contact
surface determine the size, or the impact, needed for the cleaning process.
The most suitable type of chemicals and
the appropriate temperature are decided
according to the residue. High surface
action enables the chemicals and temperature to work more efficiently, which
makes it possible to reduce both of these
parameters, as well as the cleaning time.
Because the action is often built into the
equipment design, selecting the right
equipment can reduce the cost and increase the cleanability of a system.

Alfa Laval’s worldwide organization of 16,400 employees works
closely with customers in 100
countries. Alfa Laval is listed on
the Nasdaq OMX and posted
sales of approximately 3.5 BEUR
in 2012.

invested in further modernization,
making it a self-sustaining program
that optimizes operations.

• Gentle handling of sensitive ingredients for
ultimate taste and texture

Alfa Laval Unique Single Seat Valves ensure reliable
aseptic processing of tomato-based products

When expanding its processing facilities in Piacenza,
Italy, Steriltom SRL, the country’s largest producers of
chopped and pulp tomato for pizza and pasta sauces,
contracted tomato processing plant designers Inox Food
Technology (IFT). The challenge? To incorporate a new
cost-effective processing line into Steriltom’s aseptic
production and thereby ensure the reliable, cost-effective
processing and quality of premier tomato-based products.
To do so, IFT chose Alfa Laval Unique Single Seat Valves
(SSVs), which handle product acidity, viscosity and large
particles and seeds with ease.

Pharmaceutical Technology

on the surface, which ensures that the
chemicals and temperatures reach deep
3 steps tank cleaning
into the residues and dissolve or detach
technology
them safely and efficiently.

Alfa Laval is a leading global provider of specialized products and
engineered solutions that help
customers’ heat, cool, separate
and transport products such as
oil, water, chemicals, beverages,
foodstuffs, starch and pharmaceuticals.

See how we optimize your process: alfalaval.com/foodlogic

Films and animations

Inox Food Technology, Piacenza, Italy

2

Figure 1: The time, action, chemistry,
and temperature circle

The saying “Less is more” rings true
forPharmTech.com/Troubleshooting
efficient tank cleaning. Using
less water and less energy can result
in more available production time.
This is good news for dairy producers
around the globe dealing with tighter
Cleaning
action on
equipment proregulations
forthe
energy-efficient
surface isduction.
achievedAlfa
by generating
high subLaval has devoted
velocity stantial
or flow of
cleaning
fluids
on
R&D
resources
to energy
efall product-contact
surfaces.
This techficiency, offering
a wide
range of tank
nique distributes
the chemicals
cleaning solutions
to helpand
dairy protemperature
better
low velocity
ducers
meetthan
tougher
requirements
does. Increased
velocity also generwhile optimizing the cost per litre of
ates high turbulence and shear force
finished product.
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terilization or sanitization is usually applied to kill bacteria in a
system. In addition, equipment is
cleaned to remove residues from the
previous batch of product, and subsequently flushed to remove the cleaning
liquids. To ensure that sterilization
and cleaning are efficient and safe, it is
not enough to develop the appropriate
procedures. Selecting the right manufacturing equipment further improves
cost efficiency, as well as patient safety.

About Alfa Laval
glowimages/geTTY images

TroubleshooTing

Direct mails to your
customers

Exhibition and event activities

2014

Press releases alert your
trade media to innovative
new product launches and
gain media coverage.

Product brochures are useful for an overview of our
complete product ranges and their benefits. They show
the complete lines of our equipment groups: pumps,
valves and automation, heat exchangers, installation
materials, filtration, and tank equipment. Available in
several languages.

Films and animations

Exhibition materials

A film or animation is often the clearest way to explain
how equipment works. We have high-quality films and
animations to illustrate our technologies or specific
offerings. Equipment and application videos, case
story videos, service maintenance videos, and product
animations are all available to you. Link to them on your
website, use them at exhibitions, or have them running
in your office.

Eye-catching promotional materials such as rollups and
posters will help you to stand out at meetings, events and
exhibitions, and to remain top of mind afterwards. We
can also provide demo units of Alfa Laval equipment to
exhibit at your stand.

Further support
Web

Competence development

The Alfa Laval website provides full details of our
equipment, including useful illustrations, animations,
case stories, films, and more. Link to the information
from your website, and enhance your customers’
awareness of your offering.

The Alfa Laval competence development
programme offers an effective mix of eLearning,
webinars and classroom trainings ensuring easy access
and gaining competence fast. Our equipment and
application classroom trainings cover all levels, from basic
over advanced to specialized. We can also provide
tailor-made competence development to meet your
specific needs.

Ten top tips
to keep your Alfa Laval
LKH Pump in tip top condition

1
2
3
4
5

Make regular service and maintenance to be able to perform
optimally.
Check the pump visually on a regular basis, ensuring you discover
maintenance needs early when they are easy to solve.
Schedule preventative maintenance after 12 months to avoid
unscheduled downtime and to maximize lifetime and value.
Check to ensure that the Alfa Laval LKH Pump is operating in
accordance with recommended design parameters.
Observe the technical data during installation, operation and
maintenance and pay special attention to the warnings indicated
in the documentation!

Food logic 6

Check to make sure water has been connected so that the shaft
seal does not run dry. Dry running will damage the shaft seal and

The essentials for future foods
could lead to a damaged pump.

7
• Gentle handling of sensitive ingredients 8
for
ultimate taste and texture

Create innovative foods to satisfy tomorrow’s tastes!
Alfa Laval hygienic equipment gives you:

Advertising and awareness

9
10

Always rinse well with clean water after using a cleaning agent.
If design parametres change, e.g. capacity/pressure/new liquid
check in the Computer Aided Software (CAS) or with Alfa Laval if
the pump is still suitable for the application.

• Up to 85% water and chemical savings with Always keep an Alfa Laval service kit in stock to avoid unplanned
downtime.
Alfa Laval hygienic equipment
Watch Alfa Laval Service and maintenance videos to learn how
• Significant energy savings with Alfa Laval pumps

Alfa Laval can provide you with a wide selection of
adverts, as well as banners for websites and direct mail
for targeted messaging for the food, dairy, beverage,
pharmaceutical, home and personal care industries.

to do simple maintenance on your Alfa Laval LKH pumps.

• A comprehensive range: pumps, heat exchangers,
tank cleaning machines, mixers and agitators

Alfa Laval Hybrid
Powder Mixer

Alfa Laval
FrontLine

A fast and efficient way to
add dry ingredients into a
product mix, even with
high solid content.

The gasketed plate heat
exchanger securing product
integrity, long operating times
and superior cleanability.

Alfa Laval SX Rotary
Lobe Pump

Alfa Laval Unique Mixproof
Large Particle Valve

Ensures hygienic and gentle
transportation of process
fluids in demanding food
applications, with low
pulsation and low shear.

Designed to handle
viscous foods with particles
up to 45 mm, minimizing
pressure loss and securing
product integrity.
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Alfa Laval 360°
Service Portfolio
Extending Performance

Giveaways
A wide range of high-quality giveaway items are
available to you as an Alfa Laval channel partner. They
are very useful in connection with exhibitions, customer
events, direct marketing campaigns, etc. Make sure your
customers remember you!

www.alfalaval.com/foodlogic

Rollups

Everything you need close at hand
Pumping

Premium centrifugal pumps

Flow
management

Mixproof valves

LKH

Standard-duty centrifugal pump

LKHex

LKH Evap

Unique
UltraClean
mixproof

Unique
mixproof
large particle

Unique
mixproof
tank outlet

LKHI

Unique mixproof
horizintal tank valve

SMP-BC

LKH Multistage

Unique SSV
(standard configuration)

SMP-BCA

Regulating valves

Premium rotary lobe pumps

Liquid ring pump

SolidC

SRU

MR

Standard-duty rotary lobe pump

SX

Circumferential piston pump

OptiLobe

Tri-Clover

Unique RV-ST

Fluid
passage

Connection

Heating
and
cooling

Fusion-bonded and gasketed
plate heat exchanger

Tank
optimization

Tank cleaning

SPC-2

Unique
sampling

LKC-2
non-return

CPM-2

Tubular fittings

FusionLine

Unique SSV
aseptic

Unique SSV ATEX

LKUV-2
air-releif

LKAP
air-operated

Unique SSV
long-stroke

LKBV
air-blow

Unique SSV
tangential

Filtration
and
separation

Tubes and fittings

M-series

TS-series

Unique SSV
reverse-acting

Unique SSV
tank outlet

Unique SSV
manually operated

LKH UltraPure

Unique SSSV
small single-seat

AlfaCond

ThinkTop Basic

AlfaVap

IndiTop

WideStream

Unique control

Ball valve UltraPure

Membranes

Gemini

LKRK Static spray ball

Toftejorg TJ 20G

Toftejorg TZ-74

Toftejorg SaniMidget

Toftejorg SaniMidget Retractor

Toftejorg SaniJet 20

Toftejorg SaniJet 25

Toftejorg SaniMidget SB UltraPure

Instrumentation

LKB-F for flange
connections

MR UltraPure

LKB with
actuator

LKB UltraPure

LKC UltraPure

Unique DV-ST
UltraPure

CBFV clamp
butterfly

Radial diaphragm
valve UltraPure

Alfa Laval eLearning builds competence in less time,
giving a competitive advantage in a fast-changing world.

Accessories

Plate and frame membrane (unit)

Fusion-bonded
plate heat exchangers

Standard

Side indicator

Flat sheets

Test units

Housing

Brazed plate heat exchangers

Ohmic heaters

Scraped surface
heat exchangers

Brazed
PHE

Sterilohm standard PR

Contherm single

AlfaNova

Agitators and mixers

SSB retractor

SolidC UltraPure

LKB with
standard handle

UltraPure valves

Spiral membrane

Plate types

BaseLine

Unique SSV
two-step

ThinkTop

MH shutter

Tri-clover UltraPure package

Tube support

Gasketed plate heat exchangers

FrontLine

Unique SSV
Y-body

Automation and monitoring

Tubing

Bends, tees and reducers

UltraPure pumps

SCPP

Butterfly valves

Special valves

Flanges, clamps and unions

Ads for placement in relevant trade press

LKHPF

Single-seat valves

Ball valves

SBV sanitary

LKHSP

Rotary jet mixer

Anti-telescope device

Safety filters

Tubular heat exchangers

Viscoline

Pharma-X

Pharma-line

Tank covers

Agitator ALS

Agitator ALB

Multilevel
agitator

Magnetic mixer UltraPure

Access tank covers (circular)

Access tank covers (rectangular)

Access tank covers (oval)

Tank accessories

Subject: Alfa Laval Heat exchangers with peace of mind built in
Flow transmitter

Rotacheck

Temperature
transmitter

Conductivity
sensor

Pressure gauge

Electric pressure
gauge

Level switch

Weighing systems UltraPure

Flow meter

Pressure
transmitter

Thermometer

Potentiometric
level transmitter

Sight glasses

Tank feet

Expect more
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Dairy components
for all your needs
Finding true quality and value means looking beneath the
surface. Our world-class components are backed by
unmatched service and support to secure lifetime performance. The bottom line: maximum uptime with minimum
cost of ownership.
u Alfa Laval Pharma-line: Versatile shell and tube

heat exchanger.
u Alfa Laval Pharma-X: Compact point of use

cooling module.
u Alfa Laval Biopharm portal: More products for the

pharmaceutical industry.

Whether you’re producing yoghurt and cultured milk products,
cheese, ice cream mix or whey products, we have the range of
hygienic components to support you. Alfa Laval components
are proven for reliability and efficiency, maximizing uptime while
reducing running costs. Alfa Laval components for liquid-powder
mixing, agitation and blending cut your processing time and
increase productivity:

Alfa Laval Hybrid Powder Mixer Versatile and mobile, featuring a two-stage
Alfa Laval
design
with only one motor and frequency converter. Achieves four bar of outlet
Pharma-line
pressure without the use of a booster pump.
Alfa Laval Rotacheck+ sensor Verifies the cleaning process inside any hygienic
Alfa
tank cleaned
byLaval
a rotary jet head. Precise and reliable online monitoring of the
Pharma-X
cleaning head minimizes downtime.
Alfa Laval EnSaFerm An efficient alternative to traditional frame agitators, reducing
processing time and power consumption while enabling efficient cleaning.
We also have the full range of components to ensure effective handling of liquid milk,
including pumps, valves, actuators, control units, and heat exchangers.
Read more about Alfa Laval’s dairy components here

Alfa Laval's complete portfolio is available through your company name. Please use the below
Alfa Laval's complete portfolio is available through your company name. Please use the below
contact details to learn more.
Alfa Laval’s
Laval'scomplete
complete
portfolio
is available
through
company
Alfa
portfolio
is available
through
your your
company
name. name. Please use the below
contact details to learn more.
Please
the contact
details
below to learn more.
contactuse
details
to learn
more.
Contacts:
info@hyline.nl www.hyline.nl
Hyline B.V. Faradaystratt 6 4004 JZ Tiel +31 (0) 344 633 012
Contacts:
info@hyline.nl
www.hyline.nl
info@hyline.nl www.hyline.nl
Hyline B.V. Faradaystratt 6 4004 JZ Tiel +31 (0) 344 633 012

Contacts:
Hyline B.V. Faradaystratt 6 4004 JZ Tiel +31 (0) 344 633 012
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This newsletter is distributed to you by a distributor using a technical platform and tool offered by Alfa Laval to its
This newsletter is distributed to you by a distributor using a technical platform and
tool offered
by Alfa Laval
its accepts no responsibility for content of the newsletter that in any way has been
Disclaimer:
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This newsletter
is distributed
totoyou
a distributor
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Laval toAlfa
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orthat
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theby
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by platform
Alfa Laval
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the Authorized
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please
doamended
nothow
hesitate
to is
contact
Alfaoriginal
Laval, sanitary.equipment@alfalaval.com.
please do not hesitate to contact Alfa Laval, sanitary.equipment@alfalaval.com.Laval assumes no responsibility of any misuse of the tool. If you have a complaint regarding how the tool is used
please do not hesitate to contact Alfa Laval, sanitary.equipment@alfalaval.com.

Direct mail lets
you reach your
customers in a
targeted way.
Use our online
tool for Alfa Laval
channel partners
– just upload
your email list
and send!

Posters

Demo products

Alfa Laval commercial product presentations
offer a short and concise summary of our equipments
key benefits. Ideal for sales training on customer value.

Alfa Laval in brief
Alfa Laval is a leading global provider
of specialized products and engineered
solutions.
Our equipment, systems, and services
are dedicated to helping customers
optimize the performance of their
processes. Time and time again.
We help our customers to heat, cool,
separate, and transport products such as
oil, water, chemicals, beverages, foodstuffs, starch, and pharmaceuticals.
Our worldwide organization works closely
with customers in almost 100 countries
to help them stay ahead.

How to contact Alfa Laval
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Alfa Laval is a trademark registered and owned by Alfa Laval Corporate AB.

Up-to-date Alfa Laval contact details for
all countries are always available on our
website at www.alfalaval.com

